
Your visits
Unit

Price

People Total Selection

Our guide tells the Heritage with humor and sincerity to make it more alive. Recognized for his cheerfulness and fast 

pace, we will have to follow the pace and have a keen mind! "He uses a tactile tablet as a work stand to show us more 

and more paintings, engravings, drawings, plans, Photos, videos!

The beauty of  Bordeaux (3h)

Visit of  2 km to discover the history of  its ancient port, medieval and contemporary, churches, 

classical architecture of  the eighteenth century ranging from the Grand Theater to the facade of  the 

Port of  the Moon, shopping and strolling areas, Contemporary urban planning and projects to come! 

The whole worn by architectural, artistic, religious, economic and ecological policies that embellish 

Bordeaux!

The spirit of  Bordeaux (3h)

Bordeaux has been built on the will and decisions of  its people, come to discover on almost 3 km the 

history of  the ancient port, Forts of  the Middle Ages, the classic architecture of  the XVIIIth century 

and the facade of  the Port of  The Moon, contemporary urban planning and projects to come! The 

whole on a background of  economic, religious, humanist and republican policies that founded this 

city and are characteristic of  the spirit of  Bordeaux!

20 €

20 €

€

€
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Tramways of  yesterday and today (1h)

The history of  public transport in Bordeaux: from the omnibus to the electric tramway, 

from the trolleybus to the current tramway, development work, archaeological discoveries, 

street furniture and the TBM network. Everything to understand this tram that smiles us!

Find the Deities (2h)

For small - or not! - this game of  track is done at your own pace, you will follow the 

instructions to locate yourself  in town, open your eyes and raise your head to find where 

our divinities of  mythology and holy personages of  stone or iron !

Find Animal (1h)

For small - or large still small! - this game of  track is done at your own pace, you will follow 

the instructions to locate yourself  in town, open your eyes and raise your head to find where 

our strange creatures and pets are hiding, made of  stone or iron !

Bordeaux City Pass

Access to public transportation

Access to museum and their exhibitions

Guided tour in and around Bordeaux

* 1 day

* 2 days

* 3 days

10 €

15 €

10 €

26 €

33 €

40 €

€

€

€

€

€

€















The road of  castels (maxi 8 peoples) 5 h

From Bordeaux, take the direction Pauillac - In Margaux, stop at the church located 

near the famous castle Margaux, Palladian style. Continuing towards the north, you 

cross the appellations Moulis and Listrac, rich in Crus Bourgeois. To see: the typical 

ports of  Lamarque and Macau; In Cussac-Fort-Médoc you will discover the castle built 

by Vauban. Cross the appellations Saint-Julien and Pauillac and their numerous Crus 

Classés. In Pauillac, "capital" of  the Medoc, discover the facade of  the quays arranged 

in walk, from where one sees the Island of  Patiras. Also to be seen: in Lesparre, the 

Carrée Tower of  the 14th; In Vertheuil, the abbey church of  the XIth-XIIth century; 

The Moulin de Vensac, authentic windmill.

180 € 


